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Methodology



Con-
tempo-

rary circus 
creation that re-

flects around the idea of 
postmodern pleasure. 

A dialog in between the 
absurd, the immediate sa-

tisfaction and the controver-
sy of happiness. 
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Project description



Ei-
ght by 

two meters 
of artificial green 
grass, behind it the 

landscape continues in a big 
screen. 

Two people
laying on the grass, ‘it is a perfect day’, yoga 

in the field, the smell of the forest, a bird that co-
mes out from a hologram. Two bodies balancing 
and floating. Techno, sexuality, the dog upside 

down and the happy cat.
A dystopia, a disconnection, coldness and pleasure. 

Cables, wireless connections, microphones and a
camera. A minimal stage is built up with plas

tic nature and technology. At the end, can we imagine we 
aresomewhere else? 

Did our hunt for
Hedonia succeed? 6



The research of Hedonia reflects around the idea of postmodern plea-
sure and a way to defining a new digital tech circus, leaving the idea of 
contemporary circus behind. Using circus, electronic sound, video art, 
text, dance and rap we create a dialog in between the absurd, the im-
mediate satisfaction and the controversy of happiness. The definition of 
digital and real space becomes hybrid and disappears at the end. Our 
circus disciplines are the emerging points of our artistic research. Circus 
is standing in the beginning of our dramaturgical thoughts and while 
combining it with other genres it is always the point of origin.
 
Hedonism is the ethical theory that says pleasure (in the sense of the 
satisfaction of desires) is the highest good and proper aim of human life. 
In our project Hedonia we observe nowadays pleasure, satisfaction and 
desire. In the 21st century, the ideas of this are manifested in extraordi-
nary ways, unlimited offers and unimaginable products. 
We contextualize the forms of pleasure that are given in our time which 
are linked to the good - self-identification of hedonism -which involves, 
in a relational way, pain. In the context of the consumer society, the 
pre-vailing economic and social system generates inexhaustibly needs 
that are impossible to satisfy. We show the absurdity or the feeling of the 
“meaningless” as the result of this friction between pleasure and pain. In 
the same time as Hedonia is an observation of the nowadays aspects of 
society it also is a “fictional” outlook to the future.   
Our research on the tight wire and the trapeze is in relation to current 
ways of communication (social media, memes or reels) and in general 
to the consumption of digital content. We use daily life digital tools in 
a circus set up as well as new digital objects and technology that can 
produce sound and visuals.  

 

  

  

.  
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The scenes are built up with associations and by the transformation of the circus 
elements. A tight wire that produces the sound of birds singing; a 
picnic blanket, two glasses, two plates, fresh fruit and chocolate. No one
is there but the story is already present. A low trapeze in the middle of 
the stage the face of the balancingperformer big projected on the 
canvas, telling us to RELAX. Nothing is real; plastic grass, plastic 
fruit and the fake wind sound coming from the speakers. Later
 the two performers all dressed in techy sporty white clothes
will go from one scene to the other, like a daily routine; 
waking up with a yoga session in real space and 
ending up on a techno party in the digital meta-
verse.

Hedonia is medium size circus play to be 
performed on frontal stages / black box.
The performance is directed to an 
audience 12+. It is an indoor 
performance thought for
 conventional and
 non-conventional 
spaces.
The project is written by 
Moritz Grenz and Clara Cortés in 
collaboration with Robert Bohne, 
(music composition) and Simon Vorgrimmler (visual art).

 

     click here 
  to see our 
teaser

https://vimeo.com/711742633
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 The small tight wire is set up along with two contact microphones 

and we give impulses that are able to produce different kind of 

sounds.Video, sound and movement are connected by live 

trigger reacting to each other.

With circus, rap and spoken word we re-

search on abstract  movement quali-

ties and concrete messages. 

The circus

performance becomes 

a future, tech rap 

concert full 

of desi-

re, 

ba-

lancing 

bodies and 

deep brain 

stimula-

tions. 

  

  

.  

The basis of content for Hedonia is the documentary Hunting for 
Hedonia, which explores how the burgeoning technology of Deep 
Brain Stimulation (DBS) will impact human identity and our sense of 
self. Proceeding from this we research around the theme of pleasure, 
happiness and desire with the guideline of our circus disciplines in 
connection to digital technologies and media.  

Together with Moritz, Robert Bohne produces music and edits sound 
live during the research. Clara in collaboration with Simon Vorgrim-
mler works on the visuals shooting, animating and setting up the di-
gital space.  For the project we transform our disciplines elements, a 
trapeze and a tight wire, in relation to the aesthetics and the concept 
of the project. We build a small wire and hang a low trapeze, both of 
them are just 60 cm above the floor. In this way they get a new and 
unique value as objects to balance on, at the same height. 
The circus disciplines emphasize the solitude in the virtual world. Two 
lonely practices that are connected and close on the one hand and in 
the other hand, never reaching out to each other in the physical sen-
se. Reframing these objects changes the usual expectations to these 
circus disciplines and allows the performers as well as the audience 
to make new associations. 

We create a strong digital statement that exposes and highlights the 
qualities of our circus disciplines. We connect our balance research 
with live camera to re-contextualize performative situations. This crea-
tes an interface between analogue and digital stage design.   9

 The 
stage, with 

the canvas in the 
back is very transformable 

and represents of our daily life: real 
space versus digital space. Creating the sce-

nery is influencing our movement research as the ar-
tificial gras also works as a green screen and the projections 
allow us, to define endless spaces with the help of live cameras. 

The small tight wire is set up along with two contact microphones and we 
give impulses that are able to produce different kind of sounds.Video, sound and 

movement are connected by live trigger reacting to each other.

With circus, 
rap and spoken word 

we research on abstract  movement 
qualities and concrete messages. 

The circus
performance becomes a future, tech rap concert full 

of desire, balancing bodies and deep brain stimula-

tions.

Methodology
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     click here 
  to see our 
teaser

https://vimeo.com/711742633


 
The 

creative 
team

Clara Cortés, 
Moritz Grenz, Robert Bohne, 

Simon Vorgrimmler



Clara Cortés 
Clara Cortés graduated in Fine Arts from the Universitat de Barcelona 
(2013). From 2014 to 2018, she  studied at the Fontys Academy of Circus 
and Performance Art in Tilburg, (NL). Her circus discipline is fix trapeze. 
Clara´s work is interdisciplinary. With her background of fine arts she brings 
new and innovative impulses into circus. She is operating with digital tools 
and social media and feels home in the current art flow. 

A choice of previous work experiences is: 

Founding and working in the circus company Efecto R together with the 
dancer Martina Gunkel. They created the piece “It´s there around the cor-
ner”. Interdisciplinary performance mixing dance and circus as well as text 
and audience participation. Working with the company Panama Pictures 
(NL) in the productions “Urban Fiction” (2017) and in the short piece “Af-
ter Midnight”: Interdisciplinary dance circus performances.“És el moment 
(Tothom caga i tothom s’enamora)” A theatre text and movement-based 
performance which she developed with the actress Gemma Sastre. Toge-
ther with Ine Uben, Clara developed “Nice to meet you” (2021): One-on-
one devised theatre performance in the format of a video call. 
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Moritz Grenz
Moritz Grenz graduated from the Bachelor “Circus & Performance Arts” 
(ACaPA) at the Fontys Academy of Circus and Performance Art in Til-
burg, (NL). His main discipline is tight wire. In addition to circus, he is 
involved with rap music and sound engineering and combines these 
elements to artistically negotiate socially relevant issues. 
  
A choice of previous work experiences is 

Moritz is part of the project group CiNS (Circus in National Socialism) 
that works interdisciplinary on the little processed topic of circus in 
National Socialism in Germany. THE NEXT STEP / A RESEARCH PRO-
JECT: A specially designed structure creates a unique interplay of au-
dience, large and small bamboo poles, light, sound and architecture. In 
Responsive Round Moritz collaborates as a sound engineer in a mixture 
of movement and sound with juggler and balance Artist Josef Stiller. 
Audio Poesy Moves. A guided tour in collaboration with social projects 
highlighting their importance in the city of Oldenburg. The performance 
combines rap, tightwire and sound. 



Robert Bohne 
(BA of scenic arts University of Hildesheim) focuses on the musicalization 
of performances and transmedia storytelling. 

Simon Vorgrimmler
(BA of scenic arts University of Hildesheim) combines the means and lan-
guages of theatre, with elements (digitally generated) of film and visual arts.  
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Stage space
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Technical needs 
General (for residencies)
 Space 6 X 10 (mínimum).
 Flat and horizontal floor.
 Minimum of 4 meter high.
 Trust / points to hang a trapeze 
 P.A equipment
 Wifi connection
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2021-2022 conception and research  

Burgtheater Domäne Marienburg (Hildesheim, DE) Katapult (Berlin, DE) La 
Central del Circ (Barcelona ES), Estruch Fàbrica de Creació (Sabadell, ES), Nau 

Coclea (Saus, ES), Mediterranean Dance Center (Svetvincenat, HR).

2022-2023 future residences and premier 

5.12.22 - 10.12.22 Residence: Theaterhaus Mitte (DE) 
27.12.22 - 14.01.23 Residence: La Central de Circ (ES) 

3.04.23 - 15.04.23 Residence: Schloss Bröllin (DE) (to be confirmed) 
24.04.23 - 28.04.23 Light rehearsal: L`Atlantida (ES) 

15.05.23 - 26.05.23 Presentation: Circus Next (to be confirmed) 
19.07.23 - 30.07.23 End rehearsal: Theaterhaus Mitte (DE) (to be confirmed) 

11.08.23 - 20.08.23 Premier: Berlin Circus Festival (DE) (to be confirmed)  

Calendar
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Contact 
claracortesoler@

gmail.com
moritzgrenz@posteo.de

www.claracortes.cat
www.moritzgrenz.com

Phone 0034 659 64 77 25
004915732209206
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